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Car Wash
Nano Care™
Wash & Wax

CW-37™ Premium Car &
Truck Wash Concentrate

Utilizes advanced nano-technology
to clean, shine and protect your
vehicle in just one easy step. This
wash & wax produces rich suds
that combine with ease of rinsing
to power away dirt and grime. The
nano-sized Carnauba wax particles
penetrate deep and condition your
vehicle surface to produce a highgloss, long-lasting finish. Can be
diluted up to 1:128

Designed for use in automatic,
semi-automatic and hand car
washes. This environmentallyfriendly formula produces large
quantities of hard working suds,
making it the ideal choice for most
car wash applications. Can be
diluted up to 1:400.

1 gal. 198001
5 gal. 198005

Prizm Car Wash
Get performance and value from
this hard-working cleaner. It is
formulated to easily remove dirt,
grease and grime and leave the
surface clean and film-free. Pleasant
bubble gum fragrance. Dilute 1:100.
1 gal. 123201
5 gal. 123205
55 gal. 123255

1 gal. 105701
5 gal. 105705
55 gal. 105755

Waxes & Quick Detailers
Nano Care™
Banana Crème Wax
Fast and easy way to provide longlasting environmental and UV
protection to automotive and marine
finishes. With its great banana scent
and dual UV inhibitors, it will
deliver the most amazing gloss
and protection available today.

Cherry Flash Wax

Foam Pad Wax

This liquified paste wax utilizes the
same wax and DuPont Zonyl® as
our regular Flash™. These premium
ingredients provide the same deep,
long-lasting gloss in a non-dusting,
VOC compliant formula. Features
a fresh cherry scent.

Saves you time and effort by
combining polishing and waxing
into one easy step. Foam Pad Wax
is fast and easy to use. Advanced
technology polishing agents and
waxes combine with silicone resin
and polymers to create unbeatable
gloss and long-lasting protection.

32 fl. oz. 197732
1 gal. 197701

32 fl. oz. 124832
64 fl. oz. 124864
1 gal. 124801

Nano Care™ Spray Wax

Showroom Shine™

Nano Care Spray Wax uses advanced
nano-technology to provide both
waxing and dressing of surfaces
in just-one-step. Use this product
both inside and outside the vehicle
on vinyl, leather, glass plastic and all
painted surfaces – will NOT turn
plastic trim white. Nano Care Spray
Wax has a pleasant grape fragrance.

Quickly removes dust, smudges and
fingerprints from auto finishes and
leaves a bright, glossy, protective
shine. Showroom Shine can be used
to clean and shine all glass, metal and
exterior painted surfaces. It is also
safe for use in body shops.
22 fl. oz. 110422
1 gal. 110401
5 gal. 110405

22 fl. oz. 128022
1 gal. 128001

32 fl. oz. 198632
1 gal. 198601

One-Step
Detail Spray
Delivers a “showroom quality”shine
and durable protection in just one
fast and easy step. Removes harmful
contaminants, water spots, fingerprints and surface dirt. Use to
remove dust and grime and repel
water while adding durable
protection to your finish.
16 oz. 198316

Compounds & polishes
Tru-Grit™
Heavy-Duty Compound

Buff Lite™ II
Finishing Crème

Nano Care™
Polishing Crème

Formulated for removing 1000-grit
and finer sand scratches from both
fully-cured and 24-hour-old high
solids and standard clears. Use TruGrit to repair paint defects and to
remove oxidation and environmental
paint damage on any automotive
coating.

Light compound designed to remove
1500-grit and finer sand scratches and
leave finishes free of swirl marks. Use
it with either foam or wool buffing
pads to create outstanding gloss
quickly and with minimal dust
and haze.

Using nano-technology, this onestep polish, specially formulated
for dark colored vehicles, creates
deep gloss and a glass-like finish.
Nano Care Polishing Crème
features an easy-on/easy-off
application and works great when
used by hand or by machine.

30 fl. oz. 120032
1 gal. 120001

Swirl Remover
Designed to remove swirls from both
fresh and cured painted surfaces.
Because it contains no fillers, waxes
or silicones, Swirl Remover produces
a clean, high-gloss finish that doesn’t
wash away. For optimal results, use
with either a wool finishing pad or
foam polishing pad.
32 fl. oz. 190232
1 gal. 190201

30 fl. oz. 114132
1 gal. 114101

Headlight Lens
Repair Polish
Safely removes discoloration,
light to medium scratches and
dirt and grime from automotive
headlights in under 5 minutes.
This repair polish can also be used
on plastic, plexi-glass, acrylic and
boat windows.
16 fl. oz. 128216

32 fl. oz. 128332
1 gal. 128301

Metal Polish
Designed to remove surface
oxidation, brake dust and oily
soils from all vehicular and
household metal work. Metal
Polish contains micro-abrasives
that will not scratch or damage
metals – even soft metals like
copper. Use it on chrome, brass,
aluminum, stainless steel, copper
and other metals.
16 fl. oz. 123016
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Cleaners & Degreasers
Potent Purple™
Super Duty Cleaner &
Degreaser
Designed to meet cleaning
challenges at an economical price.
This versatile, caustic cleaner will
cut through the heaviest accumulations of grease and oily dirt and
leave surfaces clean and film-free.
Can be diluted up to 1:3.
5 gal. 120305
55 gal. 120355

Body prep

Red Thunder™
Biodegradable Cleaner
and Degreaser
Removes a wide variety of soils from
most hard and soft surfaces. This
highly concentrated, non-caustic
and aluminum-safe, all purpose
cleaner excels as an engine cleaner
and degreaser. It’s also great on
whitewalls, carpet and upholstery.
Dilute up to 1:10.

A & L Cosmoline Remover
Solvent-based transit coating remover
effectively removes cosmoline and
petroleum-based coatings. It is easy
to use and will not soften, dull or
discolor finishes. Safe to use on
any painted surface.
32 fl. oz.116832
1 gal.116801
5 gal.116805

1 gal. 102301
5 gal. 102305
55 gal. 102355

Super Citra Clean™
Tar, Wax and Grease
Remover
Strips away natural and silicone
based waxes and sealants from
painted surfaces. This water-based
cleaner works well as a degreaser,
cosmoline remover and prepainting surface preparation.

Aero Thunder
Powers through heavy grease and
grime. This strong all purpose
cleaner is designed to remove a wide
variety of soils from both hard and
soft surfaces. Use it to clean carpet,
upholstery, whitewalls, engines and
all painted surfaces.
19 oz. 126319

Quickly and easily removes
petroleum-based transit coatings
and cosmoline from painted
surfaces. Use Annihilator to speed
up your vehicle clean-up and
restoration process.
1 gal.115101
5 gal.115105

1 gal. 118401
5 gal. 118405

Wheel

Annihilator™
Transit Coating Remover

Tire Dressings

Complete Wheel
& Tire Cleaner
Non-Acid Formula
Acid-free formula works quickly
and leaves wheels and tires clean
and bright. This ready-to-use
product contains cleaners that
dissolve and loosen burned-on
brake pad dust, grease, oil and
dirt from the entire wheel.
1 gal. 122901
5 gal. 122905
55 gal. 122955

Power Brite™
Concentrated Wire
Wheel Cleaner
Cleans and shines chrome-plated
surfaces in one easy step. Power
Brite is an extremely strong acidic
concentrate that removes rust,
road dirt, brake dust and oily
films. Not for use on aluminum
or magnesium wheels. Dilute 1:1.

Blue Blazes™
Premium Dressing
Leaves a deep, lustrous shine on
rubber, vinyl and leather. This
premium formula coats and
penetrates surfaces to prevent
drying, fading and cracking.
22 fl. oz. 127222
1 gal. 127201
5 gal. 127705

VOC Clear Dressing
Beautifies and protects vehicle
interior and exterior plastic,
rubber, leather and vinyl surfaces.
Clear Dressing is ideal for making
tires look black and shiny.
1 gal. 127101
5 gal. 127105
55 gal. 127155

1 gal. 106001
5 gal. 106005

Tire Nu
Dressing
VOC Compliant Tire Nu is a
non-silicone dressing formulated
for use in body shops. It produces
a dazzling, high-gloss shine on
plastic, leather, vinyl and rubber
and restores faded surfaces to a
like-new finish.
1 gal. 125301
5 gal. 125305

Aqua Bead Silicone
Suspension Dressing
Aqua Bead is a VOC compliant,
premium, water-based silicone
suspension dressing Aqua Bead’s
high-gloss and durability combined
with its superior water-repellent
properties make it ideal for tires,
engines, bumpers and moldings.
Can be diluted up to 1:5
1 gal. 129601
5 gal. 129605

Glass Cleaner
Windshield Solvent
Concentrate
Specially formulated, methanolbased mixture prevents solution from
freezing. This non-foaming formula
cuts through dirt and road film to
leave windows clean and haze-free.
Dilute Windshield Solvent between
1:1 and 1:16 depending on the
temperature requirements.
1 gal. 106701
5 gal. 106705
55 gal. 106755

Foaming Glass Cleaner
Clings to glass for better cleaning.
Not recommended for use on
aftermarket tinted windows.
19 oz. 105520

Glass Cleaner
Ammonia-free cleaner powers
away grime and film to leave
glass, chrome, tile and mirrors
clean and streak-free.
19 oz. 113820
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Super Concentrated
Glass Cleaner
Quickly and easily cuts through
dirt, grease, grime and oily films
on auto glass and other hard shiny
surfaces. This ammonia-free, VOC
Compliant formula provides deep
down cleaning action and leaves
surfaces spotless, shiny and streakfree. Can be diluted up to 1:10
1 gal. 198801
5 gal. 198805

Aerosol Conditioning Sprays
Spray Coat
Spray Coat is easy to use. This fastdrying spray produces a fine mist.
No wiping is necessary. Spray Coat
prevents battery terminal corrosion
and waterproofs ignition system,
hinges, springs and casters.
11 oz. 198211

Xtrax™ Release Agent and
Conditioning Spray

VOC Perfect 10™ Fast-Drying
Aerosol Dressing

Features the clean, fresh Xtrax
fragrance. Use on vinyl, plastic,
rubber, leather and painted interior
and exterior surfaces. Use this fine
mist to shine hard-to-reach areas such
as vents and moldings. No wiping is
necessary – fast drying.

Offers outstanding gloss and ease of use.
This fast-drying dressing produces a fine
mist that shines hard-to-reach areas such
as vents and moldings. No wiping is
necessary. Adds high-gloss shine to vinyl,
plastic, leather and painted interior and
exterior surfaces. Berry scented.

11 oz. 124620

11 oz. 198412

Odor eliminators
Odor Sniper

Ordenone™ Fragrances

Attacks and chemically neutralizes
foul odors by penetrating and
removing them at their source. It
contains NO masking fragrance,
so odors are eliminated. Great for
removing smoke, ammonia, sulfur,
urine, feces, spoiled food and body
odors.
22 fl. oz. 199022
1 gal. 199001

Water-based air fresheners composed of a unique molecular
formulation that attacks foul odors immediately upon contact and
renders them instantly ineffective. For maximum effectiveness the
Ordenone product MUST come into direct contact with the source
of the odor. Ordenone will eliminate the odor emanating from a
stain, but will not remove the stain. 14 oz. sizes.
Berry Blast – 124125
Citrus Splash – 124126
Clean Breeze – 124127
New Leather – 124128

carpet and Fabric
Enzyme Cleaner

Oxy Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaner
Peroxide-based, spray-on, oxygenated,
all-purpose fabric cleaner. This powerful, ready-to-use formula quickly cuts
through grease, grime, dirt, food dyes
and even Kool-Aid stains.
1 gal. 127801

The newest innovation in stain
removal for carpet and upholstery
utilizes a patent-pending formulation
technology and promicrobial action
to enhance cleaning and provide longlasting odor control. Highly effective
on organic matter such as blood, vomit,
urine and feces.
1 gal. 102901

Lifts and dissolves soils and stains
for complete cleaning. Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaner can be used on
synthetic and natural fiber carpet and
upholstery. Can be diluted up to 1:20.
1 gal. 101801
5 gal. 101805

Highly effective on both oil and
water-based stains. This fast acting
spotter removes tough spots and
stains from carpet without rubbing
or scrubbing. Use it to remove ink,
grease, oil, cola, coffee, pet stains,
shoe polish and lipstick.
18 oz. 126419

Carpet Plus™

Carpet & Upholstery
Cleaner Concentrate

Instant Out Spot &
Stain Remover

Designed for horizontal application.
This makes cleaning upright areas,
such as seat backs, much easier. The
cleaners in this aerosol do not leave
behind sticky residues that can attract
dirt and speed resoiling. This aerosol
can also be used to clean headliners.

Foaming Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaner
Features an inverted nozzle for vertical
application. Its rich foam formula dries
quickly. This makes cleaning carpeting
and seat bottoms fast and easy.
18 oz. 101720

18 oz. 110220

Interior
Leather & Plastic Cleaner
Restores “like new” appearance to
leather, plastic and vinyl surfaces. Its
special penetrating formula cleans all
the way down to the pores and leaves
surfaces clean and film-free.
22 fl. oz. 100116
1 gal. 100101
5 gal. 100105
55 gal. 100155

Clean & Shine
Clean & Shine powers away grease,
grime and dirt from leather, vinyl and
plastic while restoring a rich, satiny
gloss to the surface. In just one step,
this ready-to-use formula cleans,
beautifies and protects.
22 fl. oz. 125922
1 gal. 125901
5 gal.125905
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Leather Conditioner
Cleans and conditions fine leather. This
premium formula revives and softens
aged or soiled leather without leaving it
greasy or slick. Leather scented.
32 fl. oz. 109932

